State of Georgia DOT announces enhanced approval for ADS N-12® pipe

ENGINEERED TO OUTPERFORM
You can count on ADS N-12 Corrugated High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) pipe for top performance in your drainage systems. The State of Georgia Department of Transportation recently gave enhanced approval for AASHTO M 294. This approval now expands the offerings of ADS N-12 pipe.

Following performance testing and the recent addition of graded aggregate base as backfill in cross drain application, GEORGIA DOT now allows:

• AASHTO M 294 pipe through 48 inch diameter for Storm (Longitudinal & Cross) and Side Drain applications.
• AASHTO M 294 pipe in all Cross Drain applications when the ADT is equal to or less than 15,000.
• AASHTO M 294 pipe in all Cross Drain applications when the grade of the pipe is over 10%.

The Georgia DOT also allows test sections of 60 inch diameter pipe on Department projects for performance evaluations.

SUPERIOR ENGINEERING
ADS N-12 pipe provides the strength needed to handle tough applications. It offers abrasion resistance and won’t rust or corrode like concrete or steel.

EASY INSTALLATIONS
The rugged, lightweight of N-12 pipe makes it easier and more cost-effective to install. Compared to concrete pipe installations, it requires fewer people and less time and heavy equipment to install, adding up to lower installation costs.

OUTSTANDING VALUE
ADS N-12 pipe has many performance advantages over traditional pipe … at a fraction of the cost.

For more information, please contact:
Jay Robinson at (478) 808-2659 in South Central GA
Andy Weber at (912) 398-0250 in Coastal GA
Steve Smith at (706) 713-0160 in East GA
Steve Loudermilk at (678) 858-3359 in Metro Atlanta
David Hildebrand at (706) 231-1775 in North GA
Paul Root at (678) 858-3360 in Metro Atlanta
Bud Root at (770) 231-8170 in Metro Atlanta
or call 800-733-0535 for customer service.